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Abstract

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) derived from mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) may deliver therapeutic effects that are compa-

rable to their parental cells. MSC-EVs are promising agents for the treatment of a variety of diseases. To reach the intermedi-

ate goal of clinically testing safety and efficacy of EVs, strategies should strive for efficient translation of current EV research.

On the basis of our in vitro an in vivo findings regarding the biological actions of EVs and our experience in manufacturing

biological stem cell therapeutics for routine use and clinical testing, we discuss strategies of manufacturing and quality con-

trol of umbilical cord�derived MSC-EVs. We introduce guidelines of good manufacturing practice and their practicability

along the path from the laboratory to the patient. We present aspects of manufacturing and final product quality testing and

highlight the principle of “The process is the product.” The approach presented in this perspective article may facilitate

translational research during the development of complex biological EV-based therapeutics in a very early stage of

manufacturing as well as during early clinical safety and proof-of-concept testing.
Key Words: clinical testing of extracellular vesicles, exosomes, extracellular vesicles (EVs), extracellular vesicles therapeutics,

pharmaceutical manufacturing
Introduction

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) display numerous biological

properties depending on their parental cells [1]. Within

the past decade, evidence has accumulated that EVs

can mediate therapeutic effects that partially or entirely

reflect the biological activity of the cells of origin [2,3].

EVs are released into the secretome from potentially all

pro- and eukaryotic cell types and can be enriched in a

vesicular secretome fraction (VSF) from primary cells,

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), embryonic

stem cells or immortalized cell lines using different iso-

lation strategies [4�7]. EVs of variable sizes, such as

small EVs of roughly 50�150 nm in diameter (also

referred to as exosomes), and larger microvesicles (up

to 1000 nm), can be harvested for therapeutic purposes

from body fluids or cell culture supernatants. Emerging

concepts try to exploit their therapeutic effects in a kind

of “next-generation cell therapy” [8]. This cell-free “cell

therapy 2.0” can help to circumvent complicated han-

dling issues of biological therapeutics containing viable
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cells and may efficiently mediate therapeutic activity

while avoiding potential harmful side effects of cells.

When it comes to clinical testing of EV therapeutics, it

is clear that EVs are biological therapeutics, and inter-

nationally harmonized regulatory frameworks exist and

are applicable [3]. Regulatory aspects impose several

challenges on manufacturers, distributors and clinical

research teams. The pharmaceutical classification of

EV therapeutics as “biological therapeutics” is not

merely a semantic specification but defines a precise set

of regulatory requirements [6,9,10]. Existing in vitro

and in vivo experimental evidence shows that EVs from

umbilical cord (UC)-derived multipotent mesenchymal

stromal cells (MSC) promote anti-apoptotic [11,12],

pro-angiogenic [13�15] and antifibrotic activities

[16,17] and in particular exhibit immunomodulatory

effects similar to their source cells [18�28]. Data from

various experimental treatments of more than 1900

patients published in more than 90 clinical studies using

UC- orWharton’s jelly�derivedMSCs argue for a high
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safety profile of UC-MSC application. With regard to

efficacy, in particular, results from randomized placebo

controlled phase 1/2, phase 2 and phase 3 studies

(30/93) show therapeutic effects in different pathologi-

cal conditions, including neurological, hematological,

immunological, liver, cardiac, endocrine, musculoskele-

tal, skin, ophthalmological and pulmonary diseases

[29]. These observations and the assumption that

UC-MSC-EVs may specifically mediate tissue protec-

tion and regeneration via immunomodulatory, anti-

inflammatory or antifibrotic activity, reflecting the

immunologically exceptional circumstances of UC tis-

sue, which enable the organism to tolerate different

individual immune systems during pregnancy,

prompted us to focus on the therapeutic potential of

UC-MSC-EVs. In this perspective, we discuss the

manufacturing requirements based on our experience

with clinical cell therapy and present the strategy we

pursue to generate and characterize UC-MSC-EVs for

clinical examination.
Principles and strategic decisions in the early

developmental stage of manufacturing

investigational medicinal products/

investigational new drugs

The process is the product

The technical term for a novel, therapeutically active

substance that is not yet an approved drug and is

going to be tested in nonclinical and clinical studies

is “investigational medicinal product” (IMP) in

Europe and “investigational new drug” (IND) in the

United States. Many efforts during development

relate to the search for the active ingredient(s) that

mediate a certain biological activity responsible for

desired therapeutic but also for undesired adverse

effects. This is specifically challenging in the case of

biological substances composed of complex macro-

molecular structures that may induce pleiotropic

activities, as it is the case for EVs. Furthermore,

innovative manufacturing technologies can go ahead

of technological tools for detection or characteriza-

tion of novel therapeutic agents. For the nanometer-

sized EVs, this means that technological limits may

hamper their detailed quantitative and qualitative

(physicochemical, immunochemical or functional)

characterization. However, there is neither an inevi-

table necessity to completely characterize or identify

the active substance of an IMP/IND, nor is it

required to provide a detailed concept about the

mode of action (MoA) in the early phase of biophar-

maceutical development before the completion of

phase 2 clinical trials [30]. This early phase of biolog-

ical drug development offers the chance for a reason-

able and rather practical approach: “The process is
the product.” Such an approach is common in bio-

pharmaceutical development and suggests that if

manufacturing repeatedly adheres to highly stan-

dardized procedures, the resulting batch consistency

is probably high. To check batch-to-batch consis-

tency, newly generated batches are compared with

previous preparations by using biochemical, biophys-

ical and functional assays. This practice, however,

does not absolve the need for a continuous search to

identify the therapeutic substance(s) mediating a cer-

tain therapeutic effect (or effects) via specific MoA in

various functional in vitro or in vivo assays. At later

developmental stages of clinical testing, all model

systems established have to be evaluated with regard

to their disease relevance repeatedly and have to be

related to clinical observations.
Essential issues to be addressed and decisions to be made

If manufacturers consequently follow the principle

that “the process is the product,” and for as long as

regulatory authorities accept this strategy, it is obvi-

ous that decisions regarding the production process

are helpful very early in development. Once decided,

production design should remain unaltered, and, if

necessary, any changes must be clearly rationalized

and any potential new risks thoroughly evaluated.

After each modification of the manufacturing pro-

cess, the circuits of characterization and functional

testing with systematic comparison to previously

generated batches must start again to confirm that

the particular change has no effects on the biological

activity and characteristics of the final product. This

implies that manufacturers, together with treating

physicians, should decide on the disease to be treated

and on the therapeutic approach at the earliest possi-

ble time. The target disease and its conditions will

profoundly influence the manufacturing strategies

with regard to treatment options of novel drugs. For

example, systemic application will require a substan-

tially higher total dose for each patient compared

with clinical indications that allow local application

to the site of injury. Disease conditions that require

high local or systemic heparin doses may counteract

the treatment by preventing EV docking to the mem-

brane of target cells. Conditions that see high and

prolonged dosing of antiviral, immunosuppressive or

anti-inflammatory medication may likewise change

to functional profile of the EV-based therapeutic

agent. A specific situation may also arise in multiple

trauma-associated injuries, such as those of the spi-

nal cord. Lifesaving interventions and medication

may compete with EV action and prevent the option

for early neuroprotective EV treatment.

Beyond the relevance of the target disease, a

non-exhaustive compilation of essential issues and
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decision-making needs with regard to novel EV ther-

apeutics and its potential clinical use is as follows:

� The therapeutic target for a novel EV-based IMP/

IND
� The proposed therapeutic potency, including the

disease relevant in vitro and in vivo models:

according to the Code of Federal Regulation

(CFR) of the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-

tion (FDA), potency is the specific ability or

capacity of a product to affect a given result

(21CFR600.3s)
� If available, the related MoA affected by a given

active drug component(s)/active ingredient(s),

resulting in the observed potency
� The planned route of administration (systemic

versus local application of the IMP/IND)
� Single versus multiple administration and dose of

the IMP/IND per treatment
� Personalized (in the case of autologous cells) ver-

sus common (off-the-shelf) use of allogeneic

cell�derived EVs
� The source of producer cells (human, mamma-

lian, non-mammalian, etc.)
� Unmodified versus genetically modified producer

cells for EV generation
� Naive, naturally or endogenously loaded versus

artificially or externally loaded EVs
� Patient numbers intended to be treated—focus on

frequent versus rare disease indication

Our approach for clinical examination of UC-

MSC-EVs is as follows. We intend to exploit the anti-

inflammatory, anti-scarring, antifibrotic and neuropro-

tective potential of UC-MSC-EVs. Although there

exist several observations of in vitro and in vivo potency,

a definite MoA is still unknown, and we can currently

only speculate on the nature of active ingredients

enriched within the VSF (UC-MSC-EV) fractions.

Patients with target diseases who may benefit from

UC-MSC-EV therapeutics include those suffering

from local inflammatory processes, scar formation and

fibrotic alterations or neurodegeneration with circum-

scribed functional organ damages (e.g., non-union

bone fractures, tendon ruptures, neurodegeneration).

We will choose local application strategies for UC-

MSC-EVs, which has direct implications on the num-

ber and size of dosages and thus on the batch sizes we

envisage for production. We aim to prepare off-the-

shelf EV therapeutics and will use allogeneic and naive,

endogenously generated EVs from unmodified UC-

MSCs for clinical testing. Pathological conditions we

are currently focusing on range from common diseases

with large patient numbers (e.g., nonunion bone frac-

tures or enthesopathies) to rare neurodegenerative dis-

eases such as traumatic spinal cord injury. All these
considerations result in a strategy that enables planning

and setting up the steps necessary for a workflow that

covers manufacturing, characterization, quality control,

preclinical and clinical safety and efficacy testing of

UC-MSC-EVs as biological IMPs/INDs.
Manufacturing aspects for EV therapeutics

Saving cost of goods (CoGs)

On the basis of the aforementioned issues and

according to the principle that the “process is the

product,” we have established upstream and down-

stream processes in workflow for the generation of

UC-MSC-EVs with reproducible molecular and bio-

logical characteristics (Figure 1). General decisions

regarding manufacturing start as early in the process

as choosing producer cell lines, media, growth-sup-

porting sera, solid two- or three-dimensional growth

support, hypoxic conditions or metabolic precondi-

tioning and then extend to the intended use. A strin-

gent quality control process is required and demands

a fair amount of test substance, leading to batch size

as a dictating parameter. Consequently, the scalabil-

ity of cell expansion processes is essential, and con-

siderations about overall CoGs in determining the

future product pricing will influence the course of

preclinical to clinical development, even at an early

developmental stage.

From this perspective, closedmanufacturing systems

have a clear advantage over standard, open two-

dimensional plastic surface expansion models. However,

quality control of the producer cells within bioreactor

systems can be restricted in certain cases. Several manu-

facturers of EV therapeutics favor bioreactor approaches

with the argument that closed systems enable significant

scaling down of clean-room requirements. This argu-

ment is certainly valid but presents a benefit only when

the process of EV enrichment or purification, as well as

the steps of filling and finishing the final product, remain

in a closed system as well. Currently, this is difficult to

achieve for small and medium-sized biotech companies

or academic sites working according to Good

Manufacturing Practice (GMP).

Another important issue influencing the CoGs is

the level of outsourcing capabilities. Manufacturers

should carefully determine cost savings and comple-

mentary aspects for cell expansion and EV enrichment

and balance this with efforts in the selection of a con-

tract manufacturing organization (CMO) and technol-

ogy transfer. The complications related to satisfactory

technology transfer are generally underestimated, lead-

ing to unexpected delays and a sharp increase in costs

in the product development phase. Moreover, even

if the technical competence of a CMO has been

approved by the client and all legal/contractual issues



Figure 1. Manufacturing of UC-MSC-EV potential therapeutics. The manufacturing scheme of UC-MSC-EV�based putative therapeutics

depicts the main steps covering the upstream processing phase and the downstream technologies until filling and storage established in com-

pliance with GMP. Growth-supporting additives such as human- or animal-derived sera should be depleted of endogenous extracellular

vesicles before use in cell expansion to prevent contamination of the source cell�derived EVs, which are isolated from conditioned medium.

EV purification is performed using tangential flow filtration (TFF) combined with a short ultracentrifugation (UC) step. A consistent quality

control (QC) strategy for the final product testing is needed to fulfill regulatory requirements and to achieve the approval for clinical testing

of the putative novel drug. In a very early stage of clinical testing of biological investigational medicinal products (IMPs)/investigational new

drugs (INDs), the principle of “the process is the product” can be applied. It helps to bridge the initial phase of lacking knowledge regarding

the active substance and the MoA responsible for a specific therapeutic activity until proof of mechanisms and therapeutic activity are identi-

fied and a clinical trial (CT) initiated.
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have been resolved, few contract manufacturers hold

an appropriate manufacturing license for EVs at the

time a contract is signed. Process establishment and

the mandatory process validation inevitably delay the

start of the manufacturing process and hence extend

the time to market (or clinical trial). In addition, few

EV therapeutic developers can transfer robust standard

operating procedure (SOP)-guided processes at an

early stage, and on average, a substantial amount of

process development and SOP amendment is required

before a stable process is fully implemented at a new

manufacturing site.

To a large degree, such considerations extend to

approval of the therapeutic substance and marketing

authorization after the successful demonstration of

efficacy in a pivotal phase 3 clinical trial. Once again,

steps must be considered early and carefully for both

academic and small and medium-sized enterprises
because the financial requirements for phase 2 and

phase 3 clinical trials are considerably high due to

manufacturing costs, but particularly due to costs

related to clinical testing.
Scalability of the manufacturing train

Whenever a manufacturing process is broken down into

the various stages and examined in light of the manda-

tory volume of the biopharmaceutical, the requirement

for developing practical procedures becomes evident.

Pragmatic, step-by-step assembly will reveal bottlenecks

and high-risk elements in the process design that must

be solved while maintaining overall GMP compliance

of the entire workflow. For an affordable pharmaceuti-

cal manufacturing strategy, the use of small-volume bio-

reactors may suffice until the early clinical phase testing.

If the requirements exceed a level of several hundred
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doses, manufacturers may reconsider the suitability of

this approach. In any case, it is important to develop a

strategy with a clear view on the required amount and

the achievable batch size for each manufacturing run.

Thus, dose considerations based on preclinical proof-

of-concept and dose�response studies as well as the

establishment of primary versus immortalized master

and working cell banks profoundly influence the scale

and layout of the upstream processing [6].

For both primary and permanent cell lines, a thor-

ough, risk-based analysis must be conducted, and the

arising safety concerns differ considerably between

the two. Overall virus safety must be determined

(details of risks are discussed subsequently) and for

cells carrying a transgene, the requirements are more

stringent. Although the absence of the transgene in

the EV product can be monitored, genetic modifica-

tion of primary cells will nevertheless require an

extended in vitro and in vivo testing. A worthwhile

approach is the comparison (by proteomic and nucleic

acid profiling) of EVs derived from the immortalized

cell source versus the parental cell before transforma-

tion. Although the gene expression profile can be

altered substantially after transformation, these

changes may not become manifested in the secreted

EVs. However, this must be verified on a case-by-case

basis. For our specific situation, we have decided to

use hTERT instead of c-myc for immortalization and

have observed a rather stable gene expression profile

for the relevant surface markers.

Additional scalability issues relate to downstream

processing and initial enrichment of EVs from large

volumes of conditioned media. Precipitation protocols

have not improved EV purification, and a final con-

centration to suitable volumes can still be achieved via

ultracentrifugation. An attractive alternative for the

initial enrichment of vesicles is serial filtration based

on the technology of tangential flow filtration (TFF),

which has been used for virus isolation for some time

[31,32]. We have discussed the opportunities of TFF

as a convenient EV enrichment method in a previous

article [6]. TFF combined with a final ultracentrifuga-

tion step is an efficient, scalable and rapid method in

our hands.
Preclinical and clinical product characterization

In early-stage trials (mostly phase 1 and 2a), the primary

goal of the clinical evaluation of EV-therapeutics is the

safety of the recipient (volunteers or patients). This

requires extensive product testing to address any possi-

ble safety concerns. From a strict manufacturing per-

spective, the definition of the active compound or the

MoA is not of principal importance. In the absence of a

known MoA, the batch consistency and reproducibility

of the manufacturing process are prime parameters for
every biopharmaceutical. Particularly for UC-MSC-

EV-therapeutics, the current process still defines the

product, and therefore product characterization via a

series of surrogate markers helps provide sufficient data

to meet regulatory requirements (discussed subse-

quently). It is also necessary to include stability pro-

grams to determine the shelf life of EV therapeutics.

Data supporting the definition of the shelf life will in

turn not only influence the frequency and amount of the

manufacturing runs but also provide necessary informa-

tion for subsequent clinical trials. Definition of accep-

tance and release (as well as rejection) that focus

particularly on the characterization of the active drug

component(s) and planning and validation of suitable

quality control measures go hand in hand with the vali-

dation of the manufacturing process. In light of required

GMP compliance, these criteria, measures and valida-

tion strategies are a part of the developing manufactur-

ing process, which may undergo several changes over

the time. Eventually, after all milestones have been

reached and significant efficacy has been shown in piv-

otal phase III clinical trials, the EV-based therapeutic

may get a changed status from an EV-based biological

IMP/IND to a novel drug ready for approval for market-

ing authorization.
Potential risks associated with EV manufacturing

Apart from any purity and identity issues of EV-based

products, a primary concern is obviously the high con-

gruence between small EVs (such as exosomes) and

virus. Current enrichment and purification strategies

have their origin in virus and virus-like particle

manufacturing (e.g., tangential flow filtration, ultra-

centrifugation, polyethylene glycol precipitation, serial

filtration, size exclusion chromatography, a.s.o.).

Thus, any virus that is present in the conditioned

medium will become enriched in the final product

and thereby potentially increases the risk profile.

Chemical virus inactivation seems as inappropriate as

radiation: in both cases, the final product will be

altered, and the impact of radiation on product per-

formance cannot be determined a priori. For EVs that

are used as sole carriers and transport vehicles of

exogenously loaded compounds and substances (par-

ticularly RNA-based formulations), excessive radia-

tion may in fact be counterproductive and could

cause severe complications due to structural altera-

tions or increased instability of the nucleic acid chain.

Current stringent virus testing includes both in vitro

and in vivo animal testing but can only focus on known

pathogenic strains. There are initiatives to rewrite spe-

cific International Council for Harmonisation (ICH)

guidelines to remove the requirement for in vivo testing

with the goal of reducing the number of animals used

in pharmaceutical testing in general. Some in vivo
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testing may be replaced by next-generation sequencing,

which may also enable the search for as-yet-unknown

or underestimated virus of significance for human

pathology. It seems that at present, a residual risk for

virus contamination remains associated with all natural

EV-based, cell-derived products. However, the risk

does not appear increased compared with other alloge-

neic stem cell therapy approaches that use viable nonir-

radiated cells as the active substance.

Monitoring of endotoxin levels appears relevant

given that many high-throughput filter technologies

may result in the excessive production of pyrogenic

particles or substances. Stainless steel connections

can help to reduce the generation of small particles

but will not eliminate the need for close endotoxin

monitoring in the final product.

Manufacturers are in any case required to provide a

thorough, risk-based analysis of the entire manufactur-

ing process and can thus analyze the specific risks asso-

ciated with their proprietary manufacturing procedure.
Final product quality control and standardized

characterization

Principles of pharmaceutical quality control

Equally important to a well-controlled and scalable

manufacturing process is the subsequent adequate

characterization of the final product. The require-

ments of quality control testing for biopharmaceuti-

cals are described in detail in the European Medicines

Agency’s “Guideline on the Requirements for Quality

Documentation Concerning Biological Investigational

Medicinal Products in Clinical Trials” and include

the principles of the identity, purity, impurity,

potency, safety and stability determination that are

also valid for potential EV therapeutics [33]. These

principles are elaborated considering the specific situ-

ation that the therapeutically active substance(s) or

active ingredient(s) in biopharmaceuticals cannot eas-

ily be defined at an early time point in the course of

development. “Acceptance criteria for IMP quality

attributes should take into account safety considera-

tions and the stage of development. Since acceptance

criteria are normally based on a limited number of

developmental batches and batches used in non-

clinical and clinical studies, their nature is inherently

preliminary” [33]. Nevertheless, manufacturers are

expected to collect and provide sufficient data for the

authorities to evaluate a therapeutic activity/potential

and the safety profile of the IND/IMP to justify clini-

cal evaluation in early developmental stages. Charac-

terization of a putative biological drug substance

includes the determination of physicochemical prop-

erties, biological activity, immunochemical properties,

purity and impurities by appropriate techniques.
Acceptance criteria can be established and justified

based on data obtained from lots used in preclinical

and/or clinical studies, data from lots used for demon-

stration of manufacturing consistency and data from

stability studies. If needed, manufacturers establish

appropriately characterized in-house reference materi-

als, which serve for biological and physicochemical

testing of produced batches. New analytical technolo-

gies and modifications to existing technology are con-

tinually being developed and should be evaluated in

adherence to the ICH guideline “Test Procedures

and Acceptance Criteria for Biotechnological/Biologi-

cal Products” [34]. Technologies, including biophysi-

cal, biochemical and immunochemical methods,

should help characterize substances of interest and

reveal the therapeutically active drug component.
Quality control and release criteria of VSF UC-MSC-

EVs as a final product

The approach applied in our manufacturing labora-

tory using a multimodal matrix for release testing of

UC-MSC-EVs in the VSF is presented in Table 1.

Parameters indicating values, ranges or marker pro-

files to determine parental cell characteristics and

identity, purity and impurities of the EV products as

well as related test methods that have been chosen

on the basis of our experience from UC-MSC-EV

engineering runs. For the aim of providing UC-

MSC-EVs as a biological for clinical testing, the

quality control strategy starts with the determination

of the amount and viability of the parental cells. The

number of viable cells at time of harvest in a defined

volume of conditioned medium can be used to

express the EV quantity in cell equivalents (CE).

Although it is a relative quantification method, the

CE may be helpful for comparative testing of thera-

peutic potency in dose-finding studies. Another min-

imum criterion is the identification of the parental

cell phenotype by flow cytometry analysis, resulting

in a defined surface marker profile. Although it must

be acknowledged that MSCs are a heterogeneous

population of cells, current guidelines (such as the

standard International Society for Cellular Therapy

criteria) should be followed as a minimal criteria cat-

alog must be established [35]. Values can be adjusted

depending on the source and nature of the cells (pri-

mary or immortalized), but overall a minimum MSC

profile should be established. As discussed in the pre-

ceding section on manufacturing, manufacturers of

therapeutic EVs should consider the level of purity

that can be achieved and a level that is accepted for

the final product.

Definitions of purity do not necessarily allude to a

semantic (i.e., do we speak about vesicle or non-vesicle

preparations?) but rather to a regulatory topic. To



Table I. Multimodal Testing of Quality Control Parameters of UC-MSC EVs in the Vesicular Secretome Fraction.

Parameter Release criteria (range or profiles) Method

Parental cells

Cell count and viability �90% viable cells, cell count determines cell equivalent Manual count, trypan blue method

Cell surface marker profile � 95% CD29+, CD44+, CD73+, CD90+, CD105+,

CD166+
Multi-color flow cytometry

�2% CD14�, CD19�, CD34�, CD45�, MHC class II�

Identity purity and impurities

EV quantity 4�8£ 10E11/mL NTA

EV size 80�120 nm NTA

EV particle identity Percentage of CD63+, CD81+, CD73+ (�10-15%) Fluorescent NTA

EV Surface Marker Profile CD63+, CD81+, Tsg101+ Western blotting

CD9+, CD29+, CD44+, CD 49e+, CD63+, CD81+,

CD73+, CD105+, MCSP+

Flow cytometry based bead array MACS

Plex

CD14�, CD19�, CD34�, CD45�, CD142�, MHC

class I�, class II�

Microbial impurities

EV endotoxin �5 EU/kg bodyweight of the recipient Tests according to Pharm. Eur. (2.6.14)

EV sterility Negative Tests according to Pharm. Eur. (2.6.1)

EV mycoplasma Negative Tests according to Pharm. Eur. (2.6.7)

Informative testinga

EV protein concentration mg/mL or mg/particle QuBit3 Fluorimetric Assay

EV miRNA/RNA profile Absence of inhibitory or problematic (e.g., mt or

tumorigenic) miRNAs

AGILENT Bioanalyzer profiling,

polymerase chain reaction or deep

sequencing

EV cytokine profile Provide data on absence of pro-inflammatory cytokines Multiplex assay

Enhanced cell proliferation xCELLigence In Vitro Cell Assay

Inhibition of T-cell crowth In vitro potency assay

Neuroprotective activity In vitro/in vivo potency assays

Antifibrotic activity In vitro/in vivo potency assays

Anti-inflammatory activity In vitro/in vivo potency assays

Accelerated bone healing In vitro/in vivo potency assays

Multimodal matrix testing of UC-MSC EVs in the VSF. Parental cell characterization, identity, purity and impurity determination of EV

preparations is performed for the standard quality release testing of all research scale preparations and for GMP training and GMP clinical

runs. Additive informative testing is performed on a non-regular basis for extensive characterization but is not part of the pharmaceutical

quality release procedure. These assays provide important supportive data about protein, RNA and cytokine profiles and about functional

effects of UC-MSC-EVs.
aThe categories in this section are not part of release testing but provide additional information.
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qualify for using the term “vesicles” and discriminate

such a product from a secretome, a product composed

of “UC-MCS-EVs” should contain vesicles as themajor

particulate species. The differences in the views on

purity and identity become most obvious when

UC-MCS-EV preparations are characterized by fluores-

cent nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) or electron

microscopy (the latter not being a release test). At this

point, a clear view on the underlying principles and basic

physics seems appropriate. It is a common approach to

determine the number of EVs by NTA. It must be

acknowledged, however, that the results from NTA can

only be used to indicate the total amount of particles in

a solution and do not a priori determine the number of

membrane-surrounded vesicles.

This situation may require reconsideration of the

current approach to accept the ratio of total particles

(by NTA) and total protein content as a level of

purity. If, however, this strategy can consider the

amount of CD9/CD63/CD81-positive particles in

relation to the total protein content, the result may
be more straightforward. Nevertheless, it should be

clearly demonstrated that the presence of certain

proteins is unfavorable for the biological activity of

the EV product. In addition, highly purified and

protein-free EV preparations seem to be highly

unstable in storage, and long-term preservation of

functionally competent EVs seems to require the

addition of exogenous proteins like albumin.

Whether the ratio between particles (and measured

by NTA) and protein concentration can be used as a

reliable indicator for purity as proposed by others

[36] has to be confirmed.

Indeed, recent developments in the field have

addressed this issue and the dual comparative mea-

surement of total particles versus particles positive for

standard vesicle surface markers (CD9, CD63,

CD81) by fluorescent NTA reveal that most prepara-

tions may contain as little as 5�10% of the total parti-

cle mass as EVs. Thus, manufacturers and sponsors

of clinical trials testing MSC-derived EV preparations

may instead consider the product under scrutiny a
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vesicle-enriched secretome fraction (or VSF) than a

pure or at least highly enriched (>70%) vesicle prod-

uct [6]. The newly designed ZetaView DL-NTA

Dual Laser from ParticleMetrix acknowledges these

considerations and may assist manufacturers and

researchers in defining their particle solutions more

precisely. The concomitantly determined size distri-

bution of the particles cannot be used to insinuate any

functionality of the manufactured product at present.

There exists no scientific standard clearly attributing a

certain function to vesicles of a particular size even

within the range of 50�200 nm. Furthermore, the

various methods used to define particle size do not

result in consistent data because even similar strate-

gies (e.g., NTA) can result in differences of 15�50%

in the determined size.

Finally, a rather simple flow cytometry�based sur-

face marker analysis of the EV preparation can be

used to control the manufacturing process and to

obtain a profile confirming the identity of the product.

A novel human MACSPlex Exosome Kit (Miltenyi

Biotec) is a rapid and reliable test that can be a part of

the test matrix and that provides valuable batch con-

sistency information on the product. A systematic

evaluation of this multiplex bead-based flow cytome-

try assay shows that this system allows for a robust,

sensitive and reproducible detection of EV surface

marker profiles in various EV sample types [37].

Standard safety tests for biological products

according to the European Pharmacopoeia include

determination of endotoxin levels, sterility and

absence of mycoplasma in the final product. These

tests serve to exclude microbial impurities and are

services provided by specifically certified laborato-

ries. The presented multilayered test matrix allows

tight quality control of the manufacturing, packaging

and storage process and provides a considerable

amount of data regarding the putative novel drug.

The compilation of these acceptance and release cri-

teria is a key part of the application documents for

regulatory authorities to grant approval for clinical

testing of a biological IMP/IND.
Additional information about biological product

characteristics

Further informative testing, such as protein quantifica-

tion, RNA or cytokine profiling, and functional in vitro

and in vivo potency assays are currently not performed

within our regular release testing program but can pro-

vide valuable additional information that may be used to

support a proposed MoA (Table I). In several cases, the

lack of precision in particle determination has led

researchers and manufacturers to employ total protein

mass/protein quantification as a criterion to attempt

a preliminary dose determination. Obviously, such a
strategy is acceptable for EV harvested cells grown in a

serum-free or chemically definedmedium but may pres-

ent limitations with other manufacturing strategies,

including serum-supplemented media, coated hollow

fiber or stirred tank bioreactors. For the monitoring of a

manufacturing process, the information on protein con-

centration helps to confirm the stability and reproduc-

ibility of the process but is not useful as a stand-alone

measure for dose finding. To obtain supporting infor-

mation in addition to the protein mass data, total RNA

and micro (mi)RNA determination may be employed.

miRNA profiling may help determine the amount of

miRNA that is presumably responsible for an intended

therapeutic effect [38], such as the antiviral activity of

let7f, miR-145, miR-199a and miR-221 [39] or

miR-124 to increase chemosensitivity of glioblastoma

cells [40]. In addition, it may be used to confirm the

absence of undesirable miRNAs—for example,

miR-410, which has recently been reported to promote

carcinoma cell growth [41]. The AGILENT 2100 Bioa-

nalyzer system provides a simple cartridge-based on-

chip electrophoresis device that can generate results in

reliable quality and provides objective information

regarding concentration, size and integrity of RNA,

DNA and protein analysis. Moreover, the AGILENT

electronic documentation system complies with FDA

criteria (21 CFR Part 11) under which electronic

records and electronic signatures are regarded to be

trustworthy, reliable and generally equivalent to paper

records and handwritten signatures [42].

Relevant in vitro and in vivo potency assays may be

included depending on the target disease and the pro-

posed MoA. If available, such relevant potency assays

should be validated according to GMP guidelines and

represent an important part of the specifications of bio-

logical IMPs/INDs. In vitro cell-based assays to mea-

sure specific biological activity may provide additional

useful information, such as stimulation of proliferation

or specific cell survival tests. Others can be used to

monitor the suppressive capacity of MSC-EVs to

inhibit T-cell proliferation [25]. Disease-relevant

in vivo animal models should be carefully chosen to

provide additional information. For certain human dis-

eases, a suitable animal model may not be readily avail-

able. The biological activity of manufactured EV

preparations can be tested routinely in a combination

of in vivo and in vitro studies to document the intended

therapeutic potential. Considerations regarding the

putative MoA to address the issue of a proposed thera-

peutic potency must be based on solid data on the bio-

availability of the IMP/IND in the treated organ to

calculate reasonable dose sizes. Challenges of robust

and predictive potency assays, MoA and proof-of-

concept studies are addressed in detail in one of our

previous articles [6]. Of note, there is a clear indication

to provide potency data as a preparation for application
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for market authorization (see the ICH guidelines Q6B

on test procedures and acceptance criteria for biotech-

nological/biological products) [34]. For the scope of

this article, however, we have focused on the path from

the point of clinical-grade manufacturing to clinical

testing in humans. For a more market-oriented opin-

ion, the reader is referred to Colao et al. [43].
Characterization of UC-MSC-EVs beyond rapid-release

testing

The analysis of VSF fractions derived from UC-

MSCs by using methods that are not suitable for

rapid release testing may be helpful for additional

product characterization and for the search for

biological mechanisms responsible for an observed

therapeutic potency. Such methods may include

(cryo)-electron microscopy, tunable resistive pulse

sensing and conventional atomic force microscopy

(AFM) and fast scanning liquid AFM, combined

with fluorescence detection [44]. In vivo potency

testing of the neuroprotective, antifibrotic and anti-

inflammatory activity and the potential for acceler-

ated bone healing has been investigated in our GMP

laboratory and in collaboration with partners

involved in basic research, revealing preliminary

promising information about the therapeutic poten-

tial of UC-MSC-EVs (data not shown).
Discussion

The observed physiological functions of EVs enriched

from various human and non-human cell types have

inspired basic science and clinical researchers to inves-

tigate the therapeutic potential of putative EV thera-

peutics in a multitude of model systems [1]. Although

there remain more questions than answers regarding

EV biology, initial clinical trials investigating EV ther-

apeutics have begun or already been published

[45�49]. These early clinical studies reveal an overall

low toxicity and a rather constant, at least immediate,

recovery of EVs in the circulation after systemic

administration. Currently, various safety and pharma-

cological issues such as biodistribution, bioavailability,

pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics remain

unclear and must be addressed in future preclinical

and clinical studies. Our research is currently focusing

on the anti-inflammatory, anti-scarring, antifibrotic

and neuroprotective potential of UC-MSC-EVs,

although the active drug substance has yet to be iden-

tified. Other researchers are attempting to exploit the

antiviral capacity of UC-MSC-EVs mediated by let7f,

miR-145, miR-199a and miR-221 or the ability to

increase chemosensitivity via miR-124 transfer to

glioblastoma cells exerted by EVs enriched from
Wharton’s jelly MSCs [39,40]. In addition to the

intended therapeutic effects, the risk for detrimental

acute or chronic side effects due to unknown biologi-

cal activity, immunological reactions or overdosing of

UC-MSC-EVs is of interest. A recent study reported

a strong increase of lung adenocarcinoma growth in a

xenograft tumor-model after co-implantation of UC-

MSCs or UC-MSC-EVs being induced by miR-410,

which could be abrogated by siR-410. The suggested

MoA provided is the regulation of PTEN expression

at the post-transcriptional level in lung adenocarci-

noma cells [41].

With regard to miRNA levels of EV therapeutics,

it may therefore be meaningful to collect informative

data while performing release testing that relates to

components of the UC-MSC-EV preparations that

should not be enriched during manufacturing (Table I).

Tumorigenic effects of UC-MSC-EVs may not

always be related to the biological activity of miR-

NAs. As observed in two independent studies, the

presence of UC-MSC-EVs either increased drug

resistance by enhanced expression of multidrug resis-

tance proteins in vitro in gastric cancer cells or it con-

ferred stemness. However, in both cases, these

observations could not be attributed to the presence

of specific miRNAs [50,51].

Currently, only a few projects with EV therapeutics

have evolved to a state that is mature enough for clini-

cal evaluation. One of the more advanced projects that

may soon be entering clinical testing uses engineered

bone marrow�derived MSC-EVs with the ability to

target oncogenic KrasG12D for the treatment of pan-

creatic cancer. Significantly, Mendt et al. presented a

GMP-compliant manufacturing strategy, including

the relevant quality controls and stability testing of

their EV-based biological IMP/IND [52]. The biore-

actor-based, large-scale production of clinical grade

“iExosomes” is combined with an external siRNA

loading strategy. Published results argue for a suppres-

sion of patient-derived pancreas ductal adenocarci-

noma growth in vitro and in vivo and demonstrate a

significantly enhanced survival after repetitive systemic

treatments in the reported xenograft tumor model.

Furthermore, they show validated efficacy data of

GMP-grade iExosomes in vitro and in vivo, provide a

proposed MoA responsible for the observed in vivo

potency and show biodistribution data. The authors

argue that enhanced retention of iExos in the circula-

tion is due to CD47-mediated protection of these EVs

from intake by monocytes and macrophages [53].

Whether this novel approach against pancreatic can-

cer, a disease in urgent need for effective new thera-

pies, represents a safe and effective therapy remains to

be demonstrated in clinical trials starting in the near

future.
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Conclusion

Here, we intended to shed light on recent developments

in the field and raise both the interest in and awareness

of the process of pharmaceutical manufacturing of cell-

based EV-therapeutics in general and of UC-MSC-EV

therapeutics in particular. We highlighted that the “the

process is the product” principle is useful for transla-

tional research during development of complex biologi-

cal IMPs/INDS in a very early stage of manufacturing

and even during early clinical safety and proof-of-

concept testing. This strategy helps bridge the initial

gaps in knowledge regarding the active substance and

mechanism or MoA responsible for a certain therapeu-

tic activity until proof of mechanisms and therapeutic

activity are identified.

The major quality considerations for biological

pharmaceuticals refer to identity, purity, impuri-

ties, potency, safety and stability of EV therapeu-

tics on their way from IMPs/INDs to eventually

approved therapeutics. Conclusive data regarding

the shelf life and overall product stability, the gen-

eral toxicity and pharmacodynamics relate to safety

aspects just as much as do considerations regarding

the proposed MoA, the route of administration and

dosing. The aspect of purity and knowledge and

control of any co-purifying components and exci-

pients will make the manufacturers realize that

EV therapeutics may be closer to difficult-to-

characterize secretomes than are purified EV prep-

arations. Quality control should be tackled at

multiple levels and include criteria for the pro-

ducer cells and the resulting EV therapeutics. A

consistent control strategy defines release and

rejection criteria and embraces the manufacturing

process just as much as the subsequent fill and fin-

ish steps, the monitoring of storage conditions and

the control of distribution paths in a regulatory-

and GMP-compliant manner.

We are confident that if the critical points that we

have raised in this perspective article are tackled in a

structured and focused manner by manufacturers of

EV therapeutics, the translation from experimental

research to stringently executed and documented

clinical testing of MSC-EVs will become a less trou-

blesome and eventually rewarding endeavor.
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